This study examines the underlying principles that trigger decisions in translating the polysystem translation theory into contemporary Arabic. The data comprises an English summary in and its Arabic version. The methodology draws on the 'memes' notion and its application to translation. It consists in deconstructing the polysystem theory-meme so as to see why TT has been shaped the way it is. Two translation memes inform the mutation of the theory in Arab culture, i.e. Cognition which accounts for relevant memetic knowledge and expectations of target receptors, and Target calling for the supremacy of TL/TC. It is argued that the theory travels trans-nationally, carrying with it its history, but that history is never unsifted. It may be defied or re-interpreted pursuant to the memetic network in TC. The theory-meme subsumes an apparently cryptic meme of occupation in the political sense. This is evident through mapping the stylistic choices made by Even-Zohar in his article which suppress that sense. Therefore, TT serves as a vehicle whereby the theory-meme replicates itself in TC, having the embedded cryptic meme mutating and surfacing as explicit. It is the meme of occupation propagating in the sphere of Arab culture by general consensus.
Introduction
The study of theories of translation has always been widespread, but the study of translating theories of translation seems to be a rarity (Susam-sarajeva 2006) . This article investigates the memes that inform the way the polysystem translation theory may be interpreted in the receiving Arab culture. The meme idea was first put forward by Dawkins (1976) in The Selfish Gene and applied to translation by Chesterman (1997) in his norms model. It relates to any idea or product that travels within the sphere of a certain culture and is accepted as a norm. The concept was intended by Dawkins to be the equivalent of a gene in the way the latter replicates itself throughout generations. Within the theoretical framework suggested by Chesterman (1997) , two translation memes have been singled out for the purpose of this study, viz. Target and Cognition. The former concerns the overriding target language and culture and the latter caters for target receptor expectations. The research questions of this study are: How can these two translation memes inform the way the polysystem theory is translated, and to what extent is the target text a replicate of the source text? But, first, a word about the concept of meme itself.
The Concept of Meme
Meme is a fundamental term in memetics and means a self-propagating idea. As mentioned above, the term was coined by the sociobiologist Richard Dawkins (1976) in his groundbreaking work The Selfish Gene and first introduced to translation studies by Chesterman (1997) and Vermeer (1997) . Examples of memes are tunes, ideas, catchy phrases, fashions in dress, modes of architecture, food recipes, cultural commodities, etc. More specifically, memetics applies the principles of evolution by natural selection to beliefs. It has developed as a theory of culture specifically concerned with cultural transfer, cultural evolution and cultural similarity. The latter relates to both intra-and inter-cultural interactions and can be explained by three processes: biological evolution (heredity), individual learning (nonheredity), and cultural transmission (the memetic way). Memetics looks for parallels between genetic and cultural evolution. The analogy with biology has been established where the cultural situation (memes) is parallel to the biological one (genes). The key biological principle here is the neo-Darwinian theory of selection and variation and the findings of genetics. Genes replicate through populations of organisms transferring copies or clones of themselves to subsequent generations; they maintain some distinctive features, i.e. identity, as they mutate and evolve. By the same token, memes propagate and evolve in the sphere of culture by selection and general consensus. They are transferred by all forms of communication throughout members of a given culture or cultures. They are everywhere surrounding us. They cannot be out of place or, as Dennett puts it (1995, p. 144) , "no meme is an island". Following Bjarneskans et al. (n.d.) , Chesterman (2005, p. 24) lists five stages characterizing the life cycle of "successful" memes: transmission, i.e. knowledge is expressed; decoding, i.e. knowledge is received; infection, i.e. knowledge is restructured and processed; storage, where the meme becomes part of the host's memory; and survival, where the meme stands out as successful, i.e. knowledge is retained. Memetically transferred knowledge can be looked at as a pool of memes stored and developed in a memetic knowledge system: Just as genes propagate themselves in the gene pool by leaping from body to body via sperms or eggs, so memes propagate themselves in the meme pool by leaping from brain to brain via a process which, in the broad sense, can be called imitation. If a scientist hears, or reads about, a good idea, he passes it on to his colleagues and students. He mentions it in his articles and his lectures. If the idea catches on, it can be said to propagate itself, spreading from brain to brain. (Dawkins, [1976 (Dawkins, [ ] 1989 Dawkins argues that memes should be seen as "living structures", both metaphorically and technically (p. 323). The concept of meme as a living structure has been experimentally explored by the brain scientist Delius, who provides a graphic picture of what the neuronal hardware of a meme might look like (cited in Dawkins, [1976] 1989, p. 323). The meme for belief in life after death, Dawkins suggests, is realized physically millions of times over as a structure in the nervous systems of human beings, like the persisting idea of hell fire, due to its deep psychological impact. The two have become linked with the God meme as they reinforce each other's survival in the meme pool (p. 198). Unlike genes, which can only survive for a few generations in the common gene pool, memes survive through contributing to the world's cultures by taking many varied forms, such as a word, idea, tune, poem, etc. Beethoven, Shakespeare or the Arab poet Al-Mutanabbi may not have their genes alive today. But, their meme complexes are still propagating themselves progressively. They include diverse idea-memes or entities capable of transferring from one brain to another. The meme of Beethoven's fifth symphony, Shakespeare's Hamlet, or the classical Arab poet Al-Mutanabbi's Diwan, is that essential basis of the work which is held by all brains that appreciate or understand it. In general, the sphere of memetics relates to cultural anthropology, semiotics and translation, among others. For that matter, a typology of memes has been suggested by scholars like Moritz (1990) , who classifies them into four main categories: linguistic, visual, musical, and procedural/behavioural. A linguistic meme this study examines is Even-Zohar's polysystem theory: how it travels trans-culturally, what kind of mutation takes place in the Arab target culture and why. Said, characterizing how theories travel, says: Like people and schools of criticism, ideas and theories travel -from person to person, from situation to situation, from one period to another.
[…] Having said that, however, one should go on to specify the kinds of movement that are possible, in order to ask whether by virtue of having moved from one place and time to another an idea or theory gains or loses in strength, and whether a theory in one historical period and national culture becomes altogether different for another period or situation.
[…] Such movement into a new environment is never unimpeded. It necessarily involves processes of representation and institutionalization different from those at the point of origin. (1983, p. 226) Thus, a theory-meme moving "into a new environment ... never unimpeded" undergoes a process of representation. This takes place typically via translation, whereby the theory-meme travels and propagates by mutation. An important study examining the impact of translation on the travel of ideas across linguistic-cultural borders is by Susam-sarajeva (2006) . This discusses two cases where translation strategies crucially influenced the reception of imported schools of thought, i.e. structuralism and semiotics into Turkish and French feminism into English. Specifically, the researcher addresses the importation of both Roland Barthes's work into Turkish and Hélène Cixous's work into American English. Susam-Sarajeva highlights the role translation plays in reshaping the images of Barthes and Cixous in the receiving systems. Presented as a structuralist and semiotician to the Turkish literary critical system, Barthes is merely viewed as an essayist. In the American context, Cixous's image shifts from a feminist theoretician to a writer. Simply, the migrating theories of structuralism and semiotics as well as French feminism faced certain resistance in their respective contexts. Even-Zohar, 1978 /2000 suggests a role for translated literature as a whole in the literary and historical systems of the target culture. These systems, including that of translated literature, enter into a continuous process of interaction conceptualized as a polysystem, which is defined by Shuttleworth and Cowie (1997, p.176) as "a heterogeneous, hierarchized conglomerate (or system) of systems which interact to bring about an ongoing, dynamic process of evolution within the polysystem as a whole". The polysystem theory originated in a culture of immigrant communities and thus reflects the reality of Israeli colonization and occupation of Palestine. Immigrants flooded into Palestine bringing with them those literatures which were written in their native languages and then translated into Hebrew. A manifestation of those communities' rivalry for primacy in the hierarchy of the new society has to do with those translated literatures interacting as systems within the emerging multifarious polysystem. Yet this process of socio-cultural evolution has not gone unnoticed by the powers of the publishing industry and particularly the Israeli authorities. Banham (1995) (Miller, 1996, p. 210 ; emphasis added) But a travelling theory is never unfiltered. It may be rejected, challenged or re-interpreted pursuant to the ideology of the target culture.
Habitat of the Polysystem
The Data and Methodology In order to see how the polysystem theory can be interpreted, a synopsized version (Box 1) in together with its Arabic 'literal' translation (Box 2) produced and published in Munday (2010) by the present author were examined. Since an Arabic translation of EvenZohar's article was inaccessible, Munday's summary was considered as a ST for translation analysis purposes. The methodology involves mapping the TT onto the ST so as to identify those aspects and choices where the two texts diverge. It is based on the model of translation memes and strategies suggested by Chesterman (1997) . Two translation (super) memes will be investigated: Target and Cognition. The former sees the target language/culture as superior to the source language/culture, whilst the latter considers the expectations of receptors highly important so far as they can make right inferences about the communicative clues provided by the translation. These two memes have ideological and cognitive implications, respectively, and set the ground on which the translation strategy is founded.
As to the translation strategies, Chesterman classifies them into "reduction strategies", which change or reduce the message in some way and "achievement strategies", which attempt to preserve the message but change the means, such as the use of paraphrase, approximation, restructuring, mime etc. He defines "strategy"
as "a kind of process, a way of doing something" (p. 88), and states that "strategies are forms of explicitly textual manipulation" (p. 89). This is, in general, the theoretical framework adopted in the present study. Even-Zohar (1978 /2000 , suggesting a role for the translated literature as a whole in the literary and historical systems of the target culture. These systems, including that of translated literature, enter into a continuous process of interaction conceptualized as a polysystem which is defined by Shuttleworth and Cowie (1997, p. 176) as "a heterogeneous, hierarchized conglomerate (or system) of systems which interact to bring about an ongoing, dynamic process of evolution within the polysystem as a whole" (cited in Munday, 2001, p. 109 the Hebrew literary polysystem published between the two world wars, when translations from Russian were primary but translations from English, German and Polish were secondary. Even-Zohar suggests that the position occupied by translated literature in the polysystem conditions the translation strategy. If it is primary, translators do not feel constrained to follow target literature models and are more prepared to break conventions, They thus often produce a TT that is a close match in terms of adequacy, reproducing the textual relations of the ST This in itself may then lead to new SL models. On the other hand, if translated literature is secondary, translators tend to use existing target-culture models for the TT and produce more 'non-adequate' translations. In his article which runs 3549 words, the frequency of occurrences with position are: occupy (2), take (3), maintain (5), and assume (12). This pattern is formally distinct from that found in the summary as Even-Zohar uses occupy twice (9%) compared to four times (44%). Now, legitimate questions may be raised here: why does the word occupy appear merely two times in the original work? What was likely the constraint on that? Was it arbitrary? Was it a feature attributed to the author's style, or possibly conditioned by the socio-political factors which had been prevalent since 1967, the year when Israel occupied Palestinian and Arab territories? How do the socio-or geo-political factors impact the way writers write? The answers to these questions will have to take into account the origins of the polysystem theory, social context, and historical circumstances that surrounded the emerging Israel.
Discussion and Conclusion
This work has had as its goal to deconstruct the theory-meme in an attempt to see why the TT has been shaped the way it is. Two translation memes have informed the strategy of translating the ST: Cognition and Target.
In the sphere of target culture, Arab receptors have acquired in their memetic knowledge pool the meme of Israeli occupation being a major political concern. While it is suppressed on the Israeli side, the meme is quite explicit and active, dominating contemporary Arab socio-political thought. One of the textual resources utilized to uncover this political meme in translation is lexical repetition. By replacing the lexical choices associated with the word position, i.e. assume, maintain, be, etc., the network of synonymy and cross-referencing, with other choices based on the recurrence of occupy, the stylistic configuration of the TT seems to partly echo the socio-cultural grounds on which the theory was built in the first place. Now, what the ST fell short of voicing explicitly is done in the TT which exhibits how different systems interact to occupy a specific position in the polysystem. This interpretation may not be captured by ordinary readers in the target culture. However, the expectations of receptors, in general, are accounted for and relevant clues provided for correct inferences (Gutt, 1991) . It may be safe to argue, though, that only a critical reader is able and willing to successfully decode the implicit meaning encoded in the translation. It is this critical reader who is disposed to hear the second voice between the lines. This type of reader will find the meaning potential relevant to his expectation as it matches a paramount themememe prevalent in the target culture, i.e. Israeli occupation. This leads us to the second translation meme, Target, which assumes that everything related to the target language/culture is overriding and, thus, sees a translation in terms of acceptability, naturalness, fluency, etc. Favourable in Arabic, repetition serves an effective device for building text cohesion and, thus, is more welcome than in English (Baker, 1992) . The strategy of translating the summary largely utilizes lexical repetition, being a dominant feature of explicitness in Arabic discourse. It has been argued that, as a meme, the polysystem theory travels trans-nationally carrying with it its history, but that history is never unsifted. It may be resisted, challenged, or re-interpreted pursuant to the memetic network in the target culture. The theory-meme subsumes an apparently cryptic meme of position-occupying, but this meme is never explicitly lexicalized. Therefore, the translation works as a vehicle whereby the theory-meme replicates in the target culture having the cryptic meme mutating and surfacing as an explicit meme in the target text. It is the meme of occupation propagating and evolving in the sphere of Arab culture by general consensus. Venuti claims that "all translations inevitably perform a work of domestication" (1998, p. 5) . This involves manipulating the traveling discourse for local purposes. The target culture, as such, deals with the translations on its own ground rather than that of the original culture. This study has attempted to provide an insight into the polysystem theory through translation. It suggests a fresh reading of the model and its origins, a reading which would decipher the meme of occupation.
